
Effusion:  describes the passage of
 gas into an evacuated chamber. 

Diffusion:  describes the mixing of
 gases.  The rate of diffusion is the
 rate of gas mixing. 



If ammonia gas is released into a tube at the same time that
 hydrogen chloride gas is released at the opposite end of the tube
 as illustrated below, the gases will react when they come in
 contact. This will occur:	


A) 	
In the middle of the tube.	

B) 	
Closer to the ammonia.	

C) 	
Closer to the hydrogen chloride	

D) 	
Never. The gases are too light and will never come in contact.	




U-238, moves toward the
 outside of the cylinder and
 U-235, collects closer to the
 center. The stream that is
 slightly enriched in U-235 is
 withdrawn and fed into the
 next higher stage, while the
 slightly depleted stream is
 recycled back into the next
 lower stage. !

February 2008 
AP) — Iran starts using new
 centrifuges that can enrich 235U @
 2x the previous speed. The United
 Nations nuclear watchdog agency
 confirmed that Iran was using 10 of
 the new IR-2 centrifuges. 





After examining the figure, which statement is accurate, and
 consistent about the real gases shown at constant pressure?	


A) 	
At –273°C all gases occupy nearly the same
 volume; the different slopes are because of
 differences in molar masses. 	


B) 	
At zero Celsius the gases have different
 volumes because the larger the molecule, the
 larger the volume.	


C)  Since the pressure is constant, the only
 difference in volume that could cause the
 different slopes is in the attractive forces
 (Van der Waal’s forces).	


D)  The volumes do not reach zero but if the
 graph used K instead of °C the volume
 would reach zero for all the gases.	


Real gases exhibit their most “ideal” behavior at which relative
 conditions? 

A)  Low temperatures and low pressures 
B)  High temperatures and high pressures 
C)  High temperatures and low pressures 
D)  Low temperatures and high pressures 	






Do you have enough oxygen to climb Mt. Everest?	

http://chemconnections.org/chemwiki/everest/everest.htm	





